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Turkey distinguishes on global agenda with it' s population of 75 million, developing and growing
economy, and it's geo-strategic location in the middle of Afro-Eurasia, the main continents. Turkey has
become an important actor with its historical, political and cultural ties with Europe, Black Sea, the
Caucasus, Asia, Middle East and African countries; especially with the rising activity in the United Nations
and the whole international arena, and with its key memberships in organizations such as NATO, AGIT
and CICA, and with active foreign policy in the recent years.
Similarly, Iran is one of the oldest countries, which has historical, intellectual, cultural and traditional
background in the world. Today Iran is a prominently important state with the population over 75 million,
exceeding the GDP of 400 billion dollars and an area of 1,648,000 square kilometers as well as its big oil
and natural gas resources; its advanced technology, strategic location adjacent to Indian Ocean, South
Asia, the Persian Gulf, Central Asia, the Caucasus and West Asia and especially being a member of many
international institutions and organizations such as UN, CICA, D-8, ECO.
In the recent years Turkey and Iran seemed to have accomplished a lot in bilateral relations. Bilateral
political, economic, trade and cultural relations, as well as regional and international issues of bilateral
relations have been on the agenda.
Authorities of the two countries aim to increase the trade volume up to $ 30 billion as the first step. The
products majorly imported from Iran to Turkey are oil, gas and by-products. The main export products to
Iran are industrial machinery and equipment, textile, fiber, iron and steel and their products, motor
vehicles and furniture.
Iran is located in the front row according to the distribution of nationalities of foreigners visiting Turkey.
This rate has decreased in the context of the current economic conditions in Iran. Even though the
acceleration is declined in the recent term in framework of the current economic conditions of Iran, it
has the tendency to rise again. The number of outbound tourists from Turkey to Iran has remained at
low levels.

Relations between the two countries have been developing rapidly in the field of culture. In this context,
in order to provide closer contact of people of the two countries mutual activities such as "Cultural
Weeks" and "Movie Weeks" are planned. New relations between universities, museums, libraries and
civil society organizations are being established to develop stronger relations between the two
communities.
Today’s Iran and Turkey in the region have become much more dependent on each other in the globalized
and territorialized world conditions.
Neither country can ignore each other in the fields of regional and global policies and they should be
aware that mutual strong relations are a chance of success in the region.
Turkey and Iran are two candidate regional powers which share common interests in Central Asia, South
Asia, Middle East, the Caucasus basins, which have common history and shared values in the the
historical background. In addition, both states define their relation as a strategic partnership. The
cooperation between the two countries to find solutions to regional and global issues is deeply important
for both sides. In the multi-dimensional power system of the world; in order to raise Turkey - Iran
relations to an ideal level, a structure has to be built not only on political and strategic basis but also on a
basis that can form mutual depth on any parameter.
In this context, the basic matter in Iran - Turkey relations is both basins are characterized by having
complementary structure economically throughout the history. Historical commerce networks such as
the Silk Road are the most important witnesses of this matter.
As is known, economic activities comprise a basis for political, social, and cultural relations. All noneconomic fields of relations will vanish in the future. Iran and Turkey have a strong economic potential to
rebuild their relationship on a solid foundation.
Nowadays economic factors such as energy, industrial production and tourism infrastructure are the main
elements in complementary relations for deepening cooperation between Iran and Turkey.

Van and its Region in Iran and Turkey Relations
Van has had a strategic location not only for Iran - Turkey connection but also for the Middle East, the
Caucasus and the Black Sea countries. Furthermore, Van has been one of the key cities in bilateral
political and economic relations throughout history.
Today, Van plays the role of an exit door for Turkey through Iran to Central and South Asia as well as the
Caucasus countries.. Van, likewise, is the access point to all European countries and European World.
Within the context of economic relations’ contribution to political relations; signing a preferential trade
agreement between Iran and Turkey, establishment of a free trade zone, opening an Iranian consulate in
Van, modernization of border crossings, opening of new border crossings, development of relations
between commerce and industry chambers, intensification of cooperation between Iranian & Turkish
Business Councils, organizing effective fairs for mutual trade, development of opportunities for -

highway, - railway and airway, creating close relations between twin towns, establishing effective civil
society in both countries are important topics for mutual relations.
Through possible accomplishments in the fields mentioned above, Van will become a regional destination
for both Turkish businessmen and Iranians. Additionally Van, with the three hundred kilometers of
borderline to Iran, will be one of the leading cities of Turkey, economically.
In addition, the development of Turkey-Iran relations will make major contribution to the economic
development of Van. The development of trade and economic relations of the two countries will also
contribute to the solution of socio-economic problems in Van and other Eastern and South-Eastern
Anatolian cities.
Turkey - Iran Forum was inspired by the ministers of foreign affairs of Turkey and Iran gathering in Van at
the beginning of 2014. The first forum was held in Van and then the second was held in Tehran in 2015 as
a result of alternating-hosting and now the third is to be held in Van with two years institutionalization
accumulation. The main objective of the related events is to provide the mutual deepening of the
economies of Iran and Turkey with strategic contribution; privately at cities and generally at the whole of
Turkey.
History presents both countries with strategic opportunities for them to deepen the mutual dependence
between them; as the nuclear negotiations resulted in success. In this regard; the Forum that will gather
sectorial representatives with an approach that also contains a strategic dimension, will have an
important function. In order to deepen the process by the accumulation of the first two years,
diversification/focusing even on the Institutional identity of the forum and on the related activities
have shaped as a necessity.
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Methodology
Induction, Participation and Economic Deepening

Turkey - Iran Wise Persons Committee Meeting / Studies
Within the forum; Establishing a "Turkey - Iran Wise Persons Committee" in which especially economy
doyens from regional and local actors representing both sides take place, setting them to make bilateral
meetings at least once each year before the forum, letting them produce locally based interaction and
proposals for relations of two countries and the region on the basis of forum studies.

Sector Workshops / Round Table Meetings
Organizing specific round table meetings / workshops on 2 or 3 prior sectors before the forum as
continuing events, throughout the year.

Media Workshop
Mutual media workshop of local and national journalists (new and specific proposal of the Iranian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

Strategic Reports
Publishing sector studies as strategic reports for decision-makers, private sector, media and the public of
the two countries. Providing literature and memory support.
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Briefing Meetings to Decision-Makers
Briefing the public senior management one-sided or two-sided by the Wise Persons at least once a year,
for deepening and economic dependence of Turkey - Iran relations

Preparation of Research Projects and Reports
Preparing coordination and research projects / reports with academicians and universities in prior areas,
which support the process and cooperation.

TV Shows / Media Conferences
Creation agenda on local and national media.

